Fender jazzmaster hh pickguard

Order by:. Available to:. For sale is this vintage s Fender Jazzmaster electric guitar Pickguard.
This particular example was pulled off a' 6 4 Jazzmaster. Though is also Aside from the o bv
ious added hole. This pickguard is in very nice original condition. There are no cracks in the
guard. And the plastic looks exceptionally fine. The original mounting screws are NOT included.
As vintage Fender parts are becoming exceedingly difficult to find! Standard Strat Mint Green
Pickguard. Used with very minor wear. Fit perfect on my standard MIM Stratocaster. I can't
guarantee it will fit perfectly USA 48 sales only please. No refunds. Guitar Pickguard for Fender
Jazzmaster Aluminum alloy gold. Squier VM Jazzmaster Pickguard. Really good shape. Only
about a month or two of use. White 3 ply. Excellent quality and ideal for you to brighten up your
guitar. Not intended for imports, Squier or other versions. If you are unsure if this will fit your
guitar please ask first and we will assist you. A great product at a great price. International
shipping available. International Buyers- Please Note: Import duties. Taxes, and charges are not
included in the item price or shipping cost. These charges are the buyer's responsibility. Please
check with your country's customs office to determine what these additional costs will be prior
to bidding or buying. Not only are we an authorized Fender dealer but we are their national parts
distribution center! We also stand behind ALL Fender factory warranties! We do meet or beat
retail competitors advertised prices! Just email me with what you wanted to order and proof of
the lower pricing. Up For auction is a brand new genuine Fender Jazzmaster 4 Ply Tortoise Shell
pick guard as used on the current US'62 reissue and is also the best fit made for all vintage
Jazzmasters. High quality old style nitrocellulose on the top layer includes vintage style truss
rod notch. This blast from the past even smells like an old pickguard! Fender part Please take a
close look and ask all of the questions you like before bidding. All of our items are sold as is. By
winning this auction you are agreeing to ALL terms listed below. Please also note we do charge
a shipping handling fee which is included in the prices you see. This means if you order after
noon on Friday, your order will ship days after that excluding weekends and holidays. On our
brand new items we do use"stock" photo's that were taken of the parts when we first receive
them. Therefore appearances might slightly vary and they might come in different packaging,
they will function and fit just the same. For example tortoise shell pickguard color patterns are
commonly different from guard to guard. Here it shows how many we've got instock and you
can select as many as we have listed. If there is not one of those boxes or you want more than
what is in the listing. Just drop me a message. We will either have more instock that we can list
for you immediately or order what you need and have it ready to ship within 5 business days.
DHL, and express mail hav. Pickup Covers, and what's left of the shield. The pickguard is
obviously not flat, and the slots for the thumb wheels may be enlarged. These pieces came off a
body I'm parting out, so check the other auctions for other pieces. Check my other auctions- I
will combine shipping. I reserve the right to cancel a bidder if they appear to be a joy-riding
newby! Not to many of these white pickguards are around so complete your project! Squier VM
Jazzmaster Pickguard - 3 ply white fender jazz master. Visit the to stay informed on new
arrivals. Upcoming sales and more. International shipping will be more than posted. Please
email for quote. Made form the exact material of the day! Nearly mint condition. Never installed
but the plastic wrapper is off so I won't call it new. It might have some very light scratches that
are nearly invisible. Pickguard is from Terrapin Guitars. It was modified from the basic PDF
template that Terrapin has on The controls were altered but the pickguard mounting screw.
Bridge cutout, and pickguard cutouts are identical to the PDF they have on that page. I highly
suggest printing it out in full size and comparing it to the guitar you're intending to install this
pickguard on before bidding on this pickguard because I simply cannot guarantee that it will be
a fit on your Jazzmaster. I found out the hard way that Jazzmasters are not all the same. There
are no returns on this pickguard. So please do your homework first. I believe that the Terrapin
default template is the standard American The idea behind this pickguard is to use a blade
switch and two 2-way switches to make a Jazzmaster that is wired like a Johnny Marr Jaguar. If
you want the wiring instructions that I used, you can find it in the Fender service manual. The
pickguard is 3-ply mint green. Excellent quality work. Would make a handsome pickguard on
any project. There is one other thing. As this is a non-standard design. There is a good chance
that your Jazzmaster body might require some light routing to accommodate the blade switch.
Not hard. I was able to do it with hand tools: a chisel and a mallet. On some other bodies, might
require widening the control area a bit, which will be hard to do without a routing tool. Free
shipping to USA. As for what I ended up doing with this Johnny Marr Jazzmaster idea. I did
complete the project. And you can see the results below. I shouldn't even have to say this, but
I'm just covering the bases here: no other parts are included. Only the pickguard, so don't
expect to buy this pickguard and have a guitar built for you. Parts taken from a Squier Vintage
Modified Jazzmaster that was purchased new. There is minimal wear. No pickguard screws. No
volume or tone knob. Duncan Designed Jazzmaster pickups with cover. Since pickups are not

screwed into the pickguard. Electrical tape is holding them together. No pickup mounting
screws. Squier Jazzmaster-style bridge. No bridge thimbles. No whammy bar. Everything seems
to work. Extra pot hole was drilled, back covered with shielding foil, has shrunken as usual. You
may have to widen pickup routs etc. Thank you! Excellent condition from a model. Very mild
wear. Tons of life left. This pickguard has been modified and has been routed for an extra
middle position pickup. As best I can tell this is the only modification that was done to the
pickguard and the outer two original pickup routes have not been modified. The Tortoise shell
has a great color and look to it. Please email with questions. I am happy to ship internationally
but will not falsify customs documents. Thanks for looking. Has a crack at jack input hole. For
sale is a used celluloid pickguard from Hollys Guitars. These celluloid reissues are very rare
and hard to find these days. It is a 4-ply and has the correct 's mint green back. Add this to your
guitar and give it some major vibe! Please feel free to ask any questions. It may not be your
style but please check out my song. Used but shows very little wear. The back of the pickguard
was filed slightly near the thumbwheels for clearance. But this doesn't show from the front. This
is an Allparts pickguard for a Japanese Fender Jazzmaster. It's been spray-painted gold and
doesn't look too bad. Would be great for a project guitar. The holes for the volume and tone
pots have been enlarged to accommodate CTS pots which are larger and higher quality than the
standard Fender Japan pots. The holes were roughly gouged out, but the pots fit snugly and the
volume knobs cover it all up so it looks nice. If you've ever swapped out a pickguard you know
there is always a little filing to do here and there to ensure the best fit. Fender Jazzmaster
Replacement Pickguard Cream. Cream colored replacement pickguard for a Japanese Fender
Jazzmaster. Has some light relicing and a small notch cut near the volume knob. Great for a
vintage-vibe project guitar. The holes were roughly gouged out. But the pots fit snugly and the
volume knobs cover it all up so it looks nice. The back of the guard is covered with a copper
shield. This is a red tortoise shell pickguard taken off of a Limited edition Japanese Jazzmaster.
It's got 21 years worth of wear and would be great for a relic project. The back of the guard is
covered with aluminum shielding from the factory. Check out my other auctions for a few other
pickguards. Top Quality replacement PG for Jazzmaster. Never been installed. Animal rights
activists can relax, endangered species complaints aren't necessary. Please Note: Replacement
Pickguards often require that 1 or 2 Mt. Screws be relocated. If you are not prepared to do so.
Do not attempt to replace your Pickguard. Domestic Shipping- In the US. Priority mail is
available Priority Mail. If you are buying more than one item ASK for an exact cost before
bidding or buying. That's fine. Incorrect payments will-NOT- be accepted. Those without at least
a 3 POS feedb. International bidders please contact me for a shipping quote. Check out my
other auctions for other vintage Fender parts. This guard is in excellent condition and has no
cracks or extra holes. This guard has shrunk slightly which is typical of all guards from this era.
When installed it is flatter than most I've seen. The color is the beautiful deep red that is only
found on these early nitrate guards. Don't miss out on this rare part! Bid with confidence.
International bidders are responsible for any customs or import fees. This item will be well
packed to ensure a safe delivery to the buyer. The left horn has been trimmed. Please look at
pictures Item will be sent by registered airmail. Payment By Paypal only. Shipping Can take
between 25 Business Days If there is problem with your transaction. Please kindly contact us
via the ebay contact form before leaving feedback or filing disputes, that will assure you solve
the problem in a timely manner. Powered by The free listing tool. List your items fast and easy
and manage your active items. Please check out the pictures! It is the original pickguard from
my 62 AVRI jazzmaster. I purchased white pickguard and no longer use the tortoise shell. Hand
not included. Ships to U. Pickgaurd is used. But is in great condition. I Ended up going with a
Tortoise Pickgaurd for my Jazzmaster, which is the reason I am selling this pickgaurd. I have a
picture of my Jazzmaster for proof. Pickguard does have some signs of wear, as expected for
any used pickguard. Please let me know if you have any question's. Feel free to check out my
other listing's. Follow my Store, Always putting something new up; Thanks for looking. Up for
sale. A Fender Jazzmaster nitrate tortoise pickguard! This particular guard has been inlayed
around the edges with miniature rhinestones. Which could be fairly easily removed, yet are
slightly inset into the pickguard. Overall the pickguard is clean and complete, with no additional
holes and only one small cracked corner near the pickup selector switch hole. There are some
scuffs and wear on the face of the pickguard, but nothing out of the ordinary for a pickguard
from this era. This vintage Fender nitrate pickguard is a true rarity in any condition and sold
as-is. Due to the slight shrinking nature of nitrate. So please bid accordingly! Fully insured. We
cannot declare anything as a gift or for a lesser value. No exceptions! The customer is
responsible for all taxes and duty. Which may be collected upon delivery. We do our best to
describe all items with honesty and accuracy but to be sure. Please contact us with any
questions or concerns prior to bidding or buying. We require payment within 48 hours of

auction end. In the unlikely event of a return. Buyer pays all shipping costs. Y our positive
feedback and five star ratings are very important to us and we appreciate your communication
in resolving any issues! This is a thin piece of aluminum that sits underneath the pickguard.
That helps reduce hum and noise. An essential piece that sometimes goes missing over the
course of 50 years! Pick one up before they disappear! For sale is an antiqued pickguard from
Hollys Guitars. Though this pickguard may look old. It is a modern reissue! Perfect for your
custom shop 59 with the same screw pattern. This pickguard has light scartches so you can
finish it off naturally. For other Years. Models, Relics please check out my! Stains, and Detail. It
may not be your style. But please check out my song. And feel free to shop around! Thanks for
looking and please feel free to ask any questions! I am the original owner of the American
Fender Jazzmaster. I have recently bought a gold pickgaurd and need to make up the cost. This
has normal scratches on the pick guard but nothing severe. It is in very good condition. This is
from a Fender Squier Vintage Modified Jazzmaster with the bracket for the volume and tone
switch. The bracket spacing won't work with Fender, just Squier. It's in good shape but does
have some mild wear. Thanks for looking and have a good day! Nearly new 3 ply white plastic
pickguard removed from a Squier Vintage Modified Jazzmaster. Has factory shielding on the
back side as shown. Not to many of these pearlback Jazzmaster pick guards are around so
complete your project! Jazzmaster 3ply pickguard white fits fender and squier j mascis
jazzmaster. This pickguard shows signs of wear. It fit on my squier j mascis jazzmaster. The
person I bough it from said it fit fender jazzmasters. I don't own one so I wouldn't know for
certain. Please view pictures before purchasing. Here is an original vintage 's Fender
Jazzmaster pickguard. It has been painted black. We believe the original color was white.
Excellent condition as shown in the photos. Pickguard is exactly as pictured. All Sales Final.
Item is as pictured. Comes with potentiometer as shown. Here is a Fender Jazzmaster Guitar
Pickguard in red tortoiseshell. For sale: Fender Blacktop Jazzmaster pickguard. Still has
protective plastic overlay. Minor wear but all issues seem to be wear to the plastic not the guard
itself. For sale is the 1 best celluloid pickguard you can buy. The pickguard shown is the exact
one you will get! It has very nice swirly patterns. And bright fiery colors. Each one is cut by
hand in the USA. With a wide 's bevel. I very lightly age my pickguards. And believe that nature
should do the rest. So crank up your amps. And tear it up guys For other Years. Stains, and
Detail If you have got any spare time. Please check out this song, http:youtu. And feel free to
This is a very nice guard. It has minimal shrinkage and is very clean. No warping and no extra
holes. The original shielding is included. The shielding has a little damage up around the upper
controls but it does not hinder function. The shield is also the early style with the smaller
rectangular cut-outs around the upper controls. See my other auctions for a vintage Jazzmaster
I am parting out. Feel free to ask questions and thanks for looking. Jazzmaster for show only
and not included Patina is that of a 50 year old guard! J Mascis Jazzmaster pick guard and
electronics taken fresh off a new guitar. Shows no use or dings. Scratches or issues. Includes
all screws and knobs plus switch tip as seen in photos. Payment in paypal only due within 48
hours of auction end or item will be immed relisted. Ships fast as in the same or next day
following payment to USA lower 48 only w ith free insurance and tracking provided. Made with
in Austin, TX. Mascis Used but shows very little wear. Jazzmaster 3ply pickguard white fits
fender and squier j mascis jazzmaster This pickguard shows signs of wear. Celluloid Fender
Jazzmaster Pickguard Tortoise 62 64 Aged Relic 65 66 For sale is the 1 best celluloid pickguard
you can buy. For the best results, you can print out this full size PDF for comparisons of
mounting hole and pickup locations as well as perimeter measurements. Vintage Upper
Controls come as a set, but, we can cut any, all, or none of the other standard pot and switch
holes. Simply tell us your preference. All rights reserved. You seem to be on a mobile device.
Click here to view our mobile site. Custom Builder Browse and Buy. Login Account Cart Close.
Your Cart Is Empty. Are you sure you wish to clear All items from your cart? Email Us. Guitar
Necks. Guitar Bodies. Bass Necks. Bass Bodies. Community Guitar Gallery Bass Gallery.
Orders About Warmoth. Orders can be placed on the website as usual. However, we may be
unable to answer the phones. For the quickest help with questions, please e
2006 dodge charger starter relay
2003 tundra radio wiring diagram
gmc denali 2004 for sale
mail sales warmoth. Material Description. Side Edge. Controls Volume Tone Input. Toggle Hole
Lower Toggle Switch. Control Routing Volume Tone Input. Note: This is not your actual
pickguard. This is a graphic representation. Pickguard material color will vary. Pickguard
material patterns will vary. They will NOT retrofit on to your guitar. Find your Jazzmaster
hardware here. Will It Fit? Unofficial Warmoth Message Board. Warmoth Guitar Products. Right

Handed. Left Handed. Fat Humbucker No Cover. Floyd Tremolo. No Upper Switch. Upper 5 Way
Blade Switch. Upper Toggle Switch. Lower 5 Way Blade Switch. Lower Toggle Switch. No Lower
Switch. The P's at the far right deserve special attention as they are quite similar to the original
pickups but with a cleaner, cool look. With Gibson type toggle in either upper or lower rout
positions With Vintage upper controls and your choice of lower controls. Above are 3 examples
of pot and switch combinations. Please specify the bridge that you are using!

